Combining multiset resolution and segmentation for hyperspectral image analysis of biological tissues.
Hyperspectral images can provide useful biochemical information about tissue samples. Often, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) images have been used to distinguish different tissue elements and changes caused by pathological causes. The spectral variation between tissue types and pathological states is very small and multivariate analysis methods are required to describe adequately these subtle changes. In this work, a strategy combining multivariate curve resolution-alternating least squares (MCR-ALS), a resolution (unmixing) method, which recovers distribution maps and pure spectra of image constituents, and K-means clustering, a segmentation method, which identifies groups of similar pixels in an image, is used to provide efficient information on tissue samples. First, multiset MCR-ALS analysis is performed on the set of images related to a particular pathology status to provide basic spectral signatures and distribution maps of the biological contributions needed to describe the tissues. Later on, multiset segmentation analysis is applied to the obtained MCR scores (concentration profiles), used as compressed initial information for segmentation purposes. The multiset idea is transferred to perform image segmentation of different tissue samples. Doing so, a difference can be made between clusters associated with relevant biological parts common to all images, linked to general trends of the type of samples analyzed, and sample-specific clusters, that reflect the natural biological sample-to-sample variability. The last step consists of performing separate multiset MCR-ALS analyses on the pixels of each of the relevant segmentation clusters for the pathology studied to obtain a finer description of the related tissue parts. The potential of the strategy combining multiset resolution on complete images, multiset segmentation and multiset local resolution analysis will be shown on a study focused on FTIR images of tissue sections recorded on inflamed and non-inflamed palatine tonsils.